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for setting the machine to record for the dif
To all whom it may concern:
ferent
and the gearing con
Be it known that I, ROBERTO TAEGGI nected departments,
therewith.
Figs.
17 and 18 are two
PIscICELLI, of 22 Piazza della Borsa, Naples,

Italy, engineer. have invented Improve
ments in Cash-Registers; and I do hereby
declare the nature of this invention and in
what manner the same is to be performed
to be particularly described and ascertained
in and by the following statement.
This invention relates to a machine which
10 shall
register the money received in various
departments of a shop, stores or the like,

and shall be reliable and easily controlled.
The machine is capable of performing the
15 following operations: 1st summing up sep
arately the money received in the various
departments. 2nd summing
up all these
3rd showing the

totals in a grand total.
number of receipts or tickets issued in each
20 department. 4th giving the total number
of tickets issued. 5th showing by means of

indicators both to the public and to the cash

ier each amount at the moment it is received.

6th issuing tickets on each of which is
25 printed the name of the department, the
amount received, the date and a number.
7th printing a duplicate of the amounts
... received in all the sale departments and
arranging these amounts in columns.
The machine illustrated in the drawings
30
is designed for four departments called
hereinafter A, B, C, D; and is fitted with
four sets of keys for registering sales up to
99.99 each in units of decimal money. is
35 evident however that the machine may be
readily modified for pounds, shillings and
pence or other money if desired.
In the annexed drawings: Figure 1 is an
elevation of the cashier's side of the ma
40 chine. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section.
3 is a transverse section on the line
ABC Fig. 4. Fig. 4 is a horizontal section.
Fig. 5 shows the mechanism for locking the
keys which are all shown in their raised
45 osition. Fig.6 shows part of Fig. 5 to a
arger scale. Fig. 7 shows the mechanism
for locking the f ys when one of them is
pressed down. Fig. 8 shows part of Fig 7
to a larger scale. Fig. 9 shows to a larger
50 scale part of the mechanism of the summing
apparatus. Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 show

views of the mechanism for covering the
indicators during their movement. Figs. 19

60

and 20 are two views of the partial numer
ators, of the general numerator and of the
device for actuating them. Figs. 21, 22 and
23 show details of these numerators. Figs. 65
24 to 27 show the various positions of the
cams controlling the movement of the sev
eral summing apparatus. Fig. 28 is a side
elevation of the printing apparatus. Figs.
29 to 34 show details of the cylinder which 70
prints the date and number upon the tickets.
Figs. 35 and 36 show the device by means of
which this cylinder is put out of action.
Figs. 37 and 38 show the mechanism for cut
ting off the tickets and printing on them the 75
name of the department and the amount of
each sale. Figs 39 and 40 show the mechan
ismThe
for machine
opening the
drawer.
viewed from the cashier's

side (see Fig. 1) shows on its upper part, a 80
vertical plate 1, an incline 2, a cylindrical
part 3, and a drawer 4 at the bottom. In

the vertical plate 1 there are four openings
5, through which the figures of the indica
tors appear, to show the amount of each 85
sale. In the incline 2 there are openings
ranged in two horizontal lines. Through
the upper openings 7 appear the figures of
each partial summing apparatus and through
the lower ones 6 those of the general sum 90
ming apparatus. In the incline 2 there is
also another opening 8 where appears the
name of the department whose total is
shown.
Four sets of keys 9, 10, 11, 12 project from
the cylindrical part 3. Each set consists 95
of nine keys arranged at equal distances
in a vertical line and marked with figures
10 to 90 or 1 to 9 on their heads. Set 9

represents tens of francs, set 10 units of

francs, set 11 tens of centimes, and set 12

100

units of centimes.

A lever 13 on the left hand of the keys

pivoted concentrically with the drum 3,
determines the department against which
the amount received shall be registered
according to the position in which it is
at the letter ABC or D respectively.
details of this summing apparatus. Fig. 15 stopped
On
the
right
hand are five openings through
shows the method of operating the total which the indications
of five numerators
Summing apparatus from the partial sum

105

ming apparatus. Fig. 16 shows the lever appear, the upper one 14 shows the total 10

--earanatasaaser-es----------------...-
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number
of sales and the others 15, 16, 17, 18 set of keys, there is a sector 28 pivoted on the 65
show the numbers of sales in each depart shaft 29 and fitted with a rim 30 concentric
ment.

From the right of the machine projects a
5 handle 19, for operating the machine after
the value to be registered has been deter
mined by the keys and the department by
the lever 13.
The other side of the machine seen by the
10 public, has four openings only in its upper
part similar to 5, through which the sum
paid by any purchaser is shown.
Directions for working the machine. In
order that the machine may issue a ticket
5 and perform the above mentioned opera
tions it will be sufficient, 1st to turn the
lever 13 and stop it at the name of the
proper department. 2nd to determine the
amount to be registered by pressing the
20 keys composing this amount. 3rd to give
two revolutions to the handle 19. These
operations having been effected a ticket
printed with a number, the date, the name
of the department and the amount re

ceived will be issued. At the same time
the indicator will show both to the cashier

and the purchaser the same amount, the

grand total summing apparatus, and the
partial summing apparatus, corresponding
to the department in question, will add this

35

40

45

amount to their previous totals, the total
numerator and the partial numerator cor
responding to the department will advance
one unit, and a duplicate of the ticket issued
will be printed upon a paper web inside
the machine. It may be remarked that
by moving the lever 13 none of the sum
ming apparatus and none of the numerators
will be altered. When however this lever is
displaced and stopped at a certain depart
ment, the preceding total of the money
received by it will appear at the openings 6.
The indications of the various partial sum
ming apparatus can therefore be read by
displacing the lever 13 and stopping it suc
cessively at the various departments.
Description of the Internal Mechanism of the
Machine.

50

55

60

with the cylindrical part 3 of the machine.
The rim 30 has in it holes 31 in each of which
the end of a key may enter. Each sector 28
is pulled upwards by a spring 32 and in its
normal position the holes of the sector are

70

above those of the drum so that the bev

eled ends of the keys bear on the edges of
the holes 31 as shown at Figs. 3 and 5. It is

evident that on pressing upon the head of the 75
key it will by its bevel end force down the
rim 30 so that the notch 23 may reach the
position shown in Fig. 8. The rim 30 urged
by the spring 32 will then rise a distance
equal to the depth of the notch 23 lock the 80
key and prevent its return.
Preventing the lowering of any key of a
set when another key of the same set has al
ready been locked.—From what has been
stated above it ensues that when a certain 85
key is locked the sector 28 will remain low
ered by a distance equal to the diameter of
the rod of the key diminished by the depth
of the notches 23 and 24, and thereby all the
teeth 26 of the other keys of the set, will rest 90
as shown in Fig. 8 against the edges of the
respective holes 31 and consequently it is
impossible to lower any other key.
To correct a mistake on locking a key by re
storing all the parts to the normal position.-- 95
If a key is wrongly lowered the mistake may
be corrected before the machine is operated.
For this purpose there is a horizontal spindle
33 on which arms 34 are keyed engaging
holes 35 in the rims 30. Fast with the OO
spindle 33 is a lever arm 36 projecting from
the front of the machine. When this arm 36
is pressed down the arms 34 will depress the
rim 30 and free the teeth 25. Therefore any
keys that have been lowered will be raised 05
by their springs to their normal positions.
Preventing the lowering of any key during
the movement of the machine.--For this pur
pose on the main shaft 37 there is keyed for
each sector 28 a segmental cam 38 with a O
tooth 39. When the machine is operated
the cam 38 will turn in the direction of the
arrow. If none of the keys of the set cor

The machine consists of two parts, one the responding to this cam is lowered the cylin
registering mechanism, viz: the indicators, drical edge of the cam will come against a rib
numerators and summing apparatus; the 40 projecting from the sector 2S and press
other mechanism for printing tickets and it down during the movement of the ma
duplicates.
chine; it will in other words cause the same
Locking the keys (see Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8).-- effect as if a key were locked, that is it will
Each key consists of a small rod 21 working prevent another key of the same set being
in a guide fixed to the drum 3; this rod is lowered. If a key of the set were already
fitted with a head 22 having on it a number lowered the cam would have no effect on the
(1 to 9 or 10 to 90) while its inner end is bev sector, because its cylindrical edge will
eled and has two notches 23, 24, and two merely touch the rib 40 without forcing it
teeth 25 and 26. Each key is surrounded down.
by a helical spring 27 which on pressing the Preventing the lowering of the lever arm 36
key is compressed and tends to push the key during the movement of the machine. -While
back to its former position. Within the three of the sectors 28 are actuated by cams
machine and in correspondence with each i 38 as above stated, the fourth sector has a

5

20
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grooved cam 41 (Fig. 7) engaging a pin 42
upon it. It is evident that while the shaft 37
and cam 41 turn, and the pin 42 is in the cir
cular part of the groove, the sector 28 cannot
5 be displaced and therefore it is impossible to
move the lever 36 for Eith keys. One
arrangement of this kind will be sufficient for

8

are engraved the figures 0 to 9. The wheel
56, the ratchet wheel 58 and the drum 59 are
all mounted loose on a shaft 62 fixed to the
carriage and the sector 49 is mounted on a

shaft 64 also supported by the carriage. 70

When the curved arm 50 is in contact with a

63 keyed on shaft 37, the rod 53 will be
the four sets of keys, in as much as all the cam
arms 34 are fixed on the same shaft 33 and vertically above the piece 44. On the revo
10 therefore whenever one of them is held fast lution of shaft 37 and cam 63, the curved arm
50 will be freed by the cam 63, and the rod 53 75
the shaft and lever 36 are also held.
being pushed downwards by its spring 55,

Freeing the keys automatically after each will turn the sector 49 through an arc propor
revolution
of the machine.-After each revo
lution of the machine the tooth 39 of the cam tional to its travel, its lower end descending
1538 will come in contact with the rib 40 and until it meets one of the steps of the piece 44
is stopped. From what is above stated 80
depress the sector 28 exactly the height of itandfollows
that the displacement of the sector
the teeth 25 whereby these will be released 49
and
wheel
56 will be proportional to the
and the keys will return to their normal posi value of the key
pressed down.
tion.
In the case of the sector 28 controlled
to register the values determined
20 by the grooved cam 41 the groove is so shaped byIntheorder
keys, four equidistant elements are 85.
that the pin 42 is moved away from the cen
ter of the cam and thus the sector is lowered required for each department, their distance
apart being equal to that between two con
as E.
required to free the key which has been secutive
sets of keys. When on any drum
59 the sum of the value added and that pre
25 The summing apparatus. (see Fig. 3). The viously
registered exceeds ten, it is neces- 90
handle 19 and shaft 37 revolve in the direc

sary that the drum of the next higher class
tion of the arrow, and a cam 43 keyed on the of
units be turned automatically. For this
shaft will leave a piece 44 free to turn (under purpose
each drum has fixed to it two
: the influence of a spring 45) on the shaft 29. wheels,
namely
a star wheel 60 and an ordi
30 until its end 46 is stopped by the key lowered nary toothed wheel
61, except in the case of 95
in the corresponding set. It is evident that the centime units drum
only an
the arc described by the end 46, and there ordinary toothed wheel toiswhich
fixed. Each
fore by any point of the piece 44, is propor wheel
61 gears with a similar wheel 65, fixed
tional to the value of the key which has been to a sleeve
66, having on its other end a
35 depressed. Should no key be lowered the end tooth
67 (Fig. 10). The sleeves are loose 00
46 would strike against the top of the key on spindles
6S. When the centime units
guide corresponding to nil. The piece 44 has
59 has accomplished a revolution, the
cut upon it ten consecutive arcs struck from drum
tooth 67 will displace the star wheel 60 fixed
the axis of the shaft 29 at which they sub to
the tens centime (drum one tooth, and as

40 tend equal angles with radii of varying the wheel 60 has ter teeth it will be displaced
lengths, the longest corresponding to nil and by 1/10th of a revolution, that is the tens 05
the shortest to 9, that is to the lowest key of centime
drum will be displaced by a unity.
the set. There is one piece 44 for each set
each revolution of any other drum
and the arcs determine the operation of the Similarly,
turns the fourth drum on its left through
45 various summing apparatus.
one graduation. Further, in order to secure 10
The partial summing apparatus (see Figs. the
regular working of the above mentioned.
3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14).-These apparatus are arrangement
for the transfer of the units of
carried by a carriage 48, movable transversely the
next
higher
class from one drum to the
as will be seen in Figs. 2 and 16, by means of
one, it is necessary that the dis
50 the lever arm 13so as to bring that apparatus, successive
of a drum by the corresponding 115
which belongs to the department for which a placement
does not begin, until the drum of the
transaction is to be recorded, into the proper sector,
units of immediately lower order, has been
position to be acted upon. Each summing fully
displaced and come to rest. For this
apparatus consists of several elements and purpose
cams 63 are keyed on the shaft
55 each of these elements generally has two 37 in thethe
position shown by Figs. 24, 25, 26, 120
parts. The first part consists of: (a) A sec 27, and owing
to this arrangement the curved
tor 49 having a curved arm 50 and a straight
arm 51. The end of the latter has a hole en arms 50 are lowered at different and suc
cessive times. In order that the indications
gaging a pin 52 on a rod 53 which works in a of
the summing apparatus may reach thous
60 guide 54 fixed on the carriage and is pressed sands
of francs, two pther drums having on 125
downwards by a spring 55. (b) A toothed their edges
the figures 0 up to 9 may be
wheel 56 driven by the sector 49 and having added
on
the
same shaft 62. The first of
an arm 57 carrying a pawl. The second part these two additional
(the hundreds
consists of a ratchet wheel 58 gearing with drum) is fitted with adrums
star wheel 60 and a

65 the pawl, and a drum 59 on the edge of which toothed wheel 61 but the second drum is 130

872,845

t

disks 59 ordinarily revolve, the pawls 79 will
only fitted with a star wheel 60. These successively
be engaged by the groove 78
drums are turned in a similar manner to that
and be compelled to turn and so the disks 59
above described.
turn. Thus with one revolution of the
To reduce as far as possible the travel of will
shafts
62 and 76 all the pawls 79 will cause 70
the carriage the elements of a summing ap
paratus are of such dimensions that the total the
disks,figures
59 to take
up such
position
all the
of one
valuea will
be inthata
space occupied by four of them is equal to straight
line.
R distance between two consecutive sets The lever
for
determining
the
department
of
of keys and they are mounted on the shafts sale (see Figs. 12 and 16).--Displacement of
75
O 62 and 64 as follows. First the four ele the carriage.--The lever 13 pivoted on the
ments for the units of centimes of the four shaft 29 is fitted with a bevel toothed sector
summing apparatus, next the four elements S0 gearing with another toothed sector 81
for the tens of centimes, then the four for fast with a lever S2 pivoted on a fixed axle
the units of francs, and so on. This arrange

83. The upper end of this lever is slotted to 80
ment requires four spindles 6S, but it re receive
a pin 84 on a lever 85 pivoted at 86
duces the total travel of the carriage to the and having
its upper end also slotted to re
distance between two consecutive sets of
a pin S7 on the carriage 48 of the par
keys. When the centimes units rock 53 of ceive
summing apparatus. The lower part of 85
any summing apparatus is vertically above tial
the
lever S2 is bent and carries a pin 88 en
the
piece
44
corresponding
to
the
centime
20
gaging a fork connected with a carriage 89

15

units keys 12 the other three rods will be bearing the paper roll for the duplicates de
over the other three pieces 44, of the tens scribed below. The arrangement of the le
of centimes, units of francs, and tens of vers
S5 is such, that on stopping the 90
francs. When the carriage is displaced a leverS213 and
at
one
of the notches correspondin
25 distance equal to that between two rods 53, to the departments A, B, C, D, the partia
the next summing apparatus will be ready summing apparatus of this department will
to act. In order to carry the arms 50 over
in a position to be acted on by the pieces
from cam to cam, as the carriage moves, be
44.
A label 90, see Fig. 3, having the letters 95
brackets 69 and shields 70 are fastened on
A,
B,
C, D and fixed on the side frame of the
30 the guides of the carriage to fill up the va
carriage
48, will show for each position of
cant spaces.
lever
13
the
corresponding indication of the
The total summing apparatus (see Figs. 3
department, and this indication
and 15). The elements of this apparatus determined
appear through the opening 8.
are similar to those of the partial summing willFrom
the above it follows that the ma 00
35 apparatus, but instead of the sector 49 there
should not be operated when the lever
is a sector 71 loose on a shaft, 72, supported by chine
13
has
not been stopped at one of the depart
the casing of the machine, this sector 71 is ment notches.
In order to prevent the oper
pulled by a spring 73. The sectors 71 are ation of the machine
when the lever
equally spaced with the pieces 44 and each 13 is in proper position,except
this lever is provided 105
40 rests by means of a projection 74 on the with four teeth 91. Another
92 piv
head 75 of one of the rods 53; these heads are oted on a fixed pin 93 has on it alever
tooth 94 en
so formed that in their position of rest they gaging
the teeth 91, and a second tooth 95
form a continuous track so that when the
the teeth of ratchet wheel 96 keyed O
carriage is moved the track will slide under engaging
on
the
shaft
37. The four teeth 91 are cut in
45 the projections 74 supporting them without such a manner that whenever the lever 13 is
causing any alteration of the total summing in correct position one of them will raise the
apparatus. With this arrangement when
94 and disengage the tooth 95 from the
ever a sum is added to one of the partial sum tooth
teeth
of the wheel 96, but if the lever 13 is 115
ming apparatus it is added to the total sum
50 ming apparatus. The elements of the total stopped at any intermediate position the
spring 97 urging the lever 92 against the
Summing apparatus are mounted on a shaft wheel
will compel the tooth 95, to engage
76 and one spindle 77 is sufficient, which acts in the96,teeth
of said ratchet-wheel 96, and
in the same manner as the spindles 68.
prevent the shaft 37 from turning. 120
Restoring the partial and total summing thereby
55 apparatus to nil (see Figs. 9 to 15).-Along In order to prevent movements of the lever
13 during the revolution of handle 19, the
the shafts 62 and 76 there is a groove 7S and lever
on its lower part four notches 98,
each drum 59 is fitted with a retaining pawl 79, and a has
crank lever 99 pivoted at 100 has
so placed as to permit these disks to revolve on onebell
arm
a tooth 101 engaging the notches 125
in the proper direction round the shafts
60 whereon they are loose. The ends of these 9S, while its other arm ends in a hook 102
bearing against the rim of a wheel 103 keyed
shafts 62 and 76 are square shaped and may on
the shaft 37 and having a slot. 104 in it.
be turned by means of a handle from the side A spring
105 keeps the hook 102 in contact
of the machine on which is the handle 19. If
th edge of the wheel 103 so that when 30
with the summing apparatus at rest these with
65 shafts be turned in the direction in which the the shaft 37 and cam 103 are turning the

t
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hook, 102, will be against the edge of the by
anothe,
u, 126
, , is35 upsimilar
to 133.
Nor5
mally
the
lug
and
the
openings
the notches 98 and therefore the lever 13 remain uncovered, but when the machine is

wheel and the tooth 101 will engage one of

cannot move, and it will be let free only being operated the lug 126 falls and the
5 when the hook 102 enters the slot 104 com-shields i34 will cover the indicators during 70
pelling the other arm of the bell crank lever their movement.
to withdraw the tooth 101 from the notch 98.

Numerators (see Figs. 4, 19 to 23).-The

The indicators (see Figs. 2, 3,17). The indicators consist of eight hollow drums mount10 ed loose on a fixed shaft 106. Four of these
drums 107, 108, 109, 110 are designed to
show to the public the amount received, and
the other four 111, 112, 113, 114 to show the
same amount to the cashier. Each drum
15 has on its edge a rim fitted with teeth 115.
To the drums 107, 108, 111, 112 are fixed
pinions 116 and in each drum is a spiral
spring 116 having one end fixed to its periphery and the other end to the shaft 106,

five numerators are placed in the cylindrical
part 3: The upper one is the general numer
ator and the other four are respectively as- 75
signed to the departments A, B, C, D. Each
element of a numerator consists of a disk 136
showing the figures 0 to 9, and connected
with a ratchet wheel 137 having ten teeth
and a notch 138. The general numerator 80.
may indicate the thousands and consists of
four elements. The partial numerators indi
cate the hundreds and each consists of three
elements. The elements of each numerator

the projections 123 with the rods 120 ends,
45 and the springs 119 will put the racks into
gear with the pinions 116 and, as the pieces
44 return to their normal position, the racks
will rise and rotate the drums to show the
amount registered, which will remain visible
50 until the next operation. In order to move
the other drums 109, 110, 113, 114 there are
four pairs of pinions gearing the drum 107
with 113, 108 with 109, 112 with 113, and
111 with 114. These pairs of pinions are
55 mounted on turning sleeves loose round two
countershafts 124 and 125.
Concealing the indicators.-A lug 126 on
the piece 44 is in contact with the horizontally bent end 127 of a vertical rod 12S fitted
60 with a spring 129 and sliding in fixed guides.
The upper end of the rod 128 is forked and

to the carriage 48 is threaded on it. It is
evident that when the carriage moves, the 110 "
cam 142 will take various positions on the
shaft 37, and when the shaft 37 revolves the
tooth 144 of the cam will encounter only one
of the levers 139 of the partial numerators,
but it will always encounter the arm 141 of 115
the general numerator. Spring detents 145
working in the teeth of the wheel 137, prevent backward movement, and each lever
139 is restored to its normal position by
means of a spiral spring. To restore the nu- 120
merators to zero, the same contrivance as for
the summing apparatus is adopted, that is
to say, each shaft has a groove and each disk
136 is fitted with a pawl. In order to enable
the five numerators to be put to zero simuli. 125
taneously, each shaft has a toothed wheel

20 as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3. Four
racks 117 pivoted at 118 on the pieces 44 engage the Eig 116, being kept up to their
work by blade springs 119. Each rack 117
is in contact with a horizontal rod 120 sliding
25 in fixed guides 121 and fitted with springs
122 while their other ends come in contact
with projections 123 on the cams 63. When
the shaft 37 begins to turn and before the
ieces 44 move, the rods 120 will be pushed
30 back by the projections 123, whereby the
racks 117 will disengage pinions 116; and the
drums 107, 108, 112, 111 by reason of their
springs will come back to the zero position
against a fixed stop, and in this position they
35 will show 0 through the openings 5. The
projections 123 remain in contact with the
rods 120 after the contact between the pieces
44 and the cams 43 ceases. The pieces 44
when released by the cams, turn under the
40 action of the springs 45 and the racks 117
will move down. When the racks 117 have
completed their displacement and come to
rest in their lowest position, the contact of

are loose on a shaft on which a lever 139 is 85
mounted. This lever 139 is fitted with a set
of pawls 140 of decreasing length, one for
each ratchet wheel 137. When the lever 139
moves, the longest pawl gearing with the
ratchet wheel annexed to the unit disk will 90
displace it one tooth. When this unit disk
has been displaced by ten teeth, its pawl will
fall into the notch 138 and thereby all the
pawls will be lowered and thus the second
pawl will be put into action and will turn the 95
tens wheel 137 one tooth. Owing to this dis
placement of the tens wheel the pawls 140
will be restored to their normal position.
When the tens wheel is displaced by ten
teeth, the two longest pawls will enter these 100
notches and so the hundreds wheel will be
turned and so on. The four levers 139 of the
partial numerators are in different vertical
planes, and the lever of the total numerator
ends with a horizontal arm 141 having such 105
a length as to cover the four. The shaft 37
on the right hand of the machine is square,
and a calm 142 engaged by a fork 143 fixed

connected with a lever 130 against which a 146 on its end, gearing with other wheels 147
spring 131 presses an arm 132 fast with an mounted between them. Owing to this gear
arm 133 pivoted on shaft 106 and carrying ing, it will be sufficient to move one numera

65 two shield 134 connected at their other ends tor and the five will return to zero. For this 130
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purpose the end of the central numerator similar to those already mentioned for actu

shaft the
is square
and may be actuated ating the numerators and engaging the teeth
from
side ofshaped,
the machine.
four ratchet wheels 176, each of which is
The printing apparatus (see Figs. 2, 15 and of
fast
with one of the printing disks 161. Each
28). -Each of the pieces 44 is fitted with a ratchet
wheel has ten teeth and a larger notch 70
sleeve
148 surrounding the shaft 29, and on 177 wherein
one of the pawls 175 may enter.
the end of each sleeve is an arm 149 carrying On
the
other
side there are four retaining
two sectors 150, 151 bearing the figures 0 up pawls 178. Since
the groove of the ring 176
to 9 in relief. The lever 13 is mounted on a is
eccentric
to
the
shaft of the cylinder 154,
10 sleeve having an arm with a sector 152 pro
5

as this latter revolves the pin 169 will be dis
vided with the letters A, B, C, D in such a placed
in its slot 168 and operate the arm 172
way that when the lever 13 is moved and the and lever
173, thus the wheels 176 will be
ends 46 of the pieces 44 have reached the turned. The
161 may be restored to
locked keys, the letter denoting the depart Zero similarly todisks
the
summing
apparatus and
ment and the amount determined by the keys the numerators. The roller 154
is inked by
will be arranged in a straight line M N on the a small cylinder in contact with it.

75

80

upper sector, and the same amount will be To put the printing mechanism out of ac
ranged along the line PQ on the lower sector tion; in order to operate the machine, with
(Fig. 28). The paper from a roll 153 passes
20 between cylinders 154, 155 which print on it out making tickets, the cylinder 155 is loose
on its shaft 179, which is eccentrically sup
the consecutive number and the date, and ported
bearings in the casing of the ma
moves down an incline 156, and while a chine. by
On
one of the eccentric ends of the
platen 157 presses it against the upper sector shaft 179 there
is a button 180, by which the
150 to print the amount and the letter denot
25 ing the department, a knife 158 cuts off the cylinder 155 owing to the eccentricity of its
bearings may be moved away from the cylin 90
ticket andlets it fall on the plate 20.
154. Furthermore the automatic move
Mechanism for printing the consecutive der
ment
of the four disks 161 must be stopped,
number and the date, (see Figs. 28 to 38).- because
the movement of the cylinder 155,
The upper cylinder 155 E. the paper while making
it impossible for the machine
against
the
printing
cylinder
154,
which
has
30
to
print,
will
not
the movement of 95
on it two ribs 159 the developed length of the disks 161, for prevent
should
the
handle 19 be
which is that of a ticket. As the ribs 159 turned the cylinder 154 on revolving
touch the upper cylinder 155, they will draw turn the printing disks 161. To avoidwould
this,
off
the
length
of
a
ticket
and
afterwards
as
the
movement
of
the
cylinder
155
away
from
35 the cylinders continue to turn the ribbon will
remain slack. The cylinder 154 has also a 154 displaces the ring 170 and so makes the 00

pin 160 in contact with cylinder 155 when the
machine is at rest to hold the web. This cyl
inder 154 is hollow and has in it seven small
40 disks 161, 162, 163 projecting through an
opening
in the curved surface. Four of
these disks will print the number of the ticket
up to 9999. A larger disk 162 prints the
month and the other two 163 print the day
45 from 1 to 31. The disks 163 are displaced by
hand every morning by means of two buttons
164, and the disk 162 is displaced every
month by means of another button 165.
50

The two buttons 164 are on two sleeves and
the button 165 is on a shaft whereon the
sleeves are mounted. The shaft and sleeves

carry toothed wheels 166 gearing with simi

lar toothed wheels 167 fixed to the disks 162
and 163. The small disks 161 are moved

automatically by means of the gearing here
inafter described (see Figs. 35 and 36). On
the cover of the roller 154 is a slot 168 acting
as a guide for a pin 169, the end of which runs
in a ring 170 (Fig. 35) connected by another
60 pin 171 with the casing of the machine; the
ring
170 may describe a certain arc round
the pin 171. The other end of the pin 169 is
55

circular groove concentric with the axle of
the cylinder 154. Therefore although the
pin 169 slides during the revolution of the cyl
inder 154 in the circular groove of the rin
170, it does not travel in the slot 168, an 05
thus remaining at an invariable distance
from the axle of the cylinder 154 it will not
operate the levers 172 and 173. To give th
necessary movement to the ring 170, there is
a lever 181 pivoted at 182, whose lower end 0.
is forked to engage a pin 183 on the periph
ery of the ring 170. When the button 180 is
moved, an arm 184 on the axle 179 turns the
lever 181 round its pivot 182, which causes
the ring 170 to revolve around the pin 171. 15
To give movement to the roller 154, there is
a wheel 185 keyed on its axle and gearing
with a similar toothed wheel 186 keyed on
the shaft 37 (see Fig. 4.) The paper after

having left the cylinders 154 and 155 reaches

the printing sector 150 when the mechanism

20

comes into action to cut the ticket to a given
150. This mechanism consists of a disk 187,

size and press the paper against the sector

keyed on the shaft 37, on the back of which is
cut a groove 18S wherein a pin 189 fixed to
a block 190 may run. This block slides in
fixed to an arm 172 connected with a lever two
fixed guides and carries an india rubber
173 movable on the shaft 174 of the disks platen
the paper against the
65 161, and having on it a set of four pawls 175, sectors 157
150. forAforcing
knife 158 is fixed to the block

125
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190, and as the disk 187 revolves, owing to

--

7

lever 216 pivoted at 217 and kept in
the shape of the groove 188 the pin 189 I shaped
position by a spring 21S. When the drawer
moves the block twice up and down while the is shut, an arm 219 of the lever 216 is in con
disk 187 makes a revolution. The first de tact with a tooth 220 on the back of the
scent of the block is short and during this the drawer and prevents it being opened. On
inking of the sectors 150 takes place. On the shaft 37 there are keyed a ratchet wheel 70
the second descent the india rubber block
and a pinion 222. When the shaft turns,
will press the paper and print upon it the a221finger
223 on the pinion strikes a pin 224 on
price
and
the
letter
denoting
the
depart
the
lever
216 and presses it down; the arm
10 ment, while the knife 158 will cut the ticket
219
rises
and
frees the tooth 220, which per 75
and let it fall onto the plate 20. To ink the mits the opening
of the drawer. The finger
two sectors 150, 151 along the lines M N and 223 then meets the
arm 225 of a hammer.
PQ, there is a bell crank 191 loose on the which rings a bell 226. As the drawer opens,
axle 29 and carrying at its ends two inkers the tooth 220 meets a stop 227. In the
5 192, 193 fitted with springs 194. The arm
meanwhile the arm 219 will have been pulled 80
carrying the inker 192 is pulled down by a down
lower than when it was supported by
spring 195, and when the roller 154 revolves, the tooth 220, and a hook 228 on the lever
a tooth 197 fixed on it will meet the arm 196 216 will engage with the ratchet wheel 221
of
the bell crank, which will turn the inkers and prevent the machine acting until the
20 192, 193 on to the lines MN and l’ Q, and the drawer
again raising the arm 219 and 85
piece 157 will be slightly pressed against the freeing istheshut
wheel
221. To open the drawer
sectors 150 on the first descent of the block without actuating the machine it will be
190. This will also take place, as will be sufficient to press upon a handle 229 on the,
seen,
for the pressing piece 193 which will be lever 216.
25 also forced against the sectors 151. As the
Working the Machine.
90
roller 154 continues its rotation, the tooth
197 will free the arm 196, and the bell crank
order then that all the mechanisms may
under the influence of spring 195 will return be Inactuated
the axle 37 only requires to be
to
its
former
position
of
rest.
turned.
The
pinion 222 keyed on this axle
30
Carriage for the duplicates.-The carriage gears with a wheel
and this in its turn
89 carries a spindle 198, supporting the roll gears with a pinion 230,
231 connected with the 95
of paper 199, which passes over an india rub handle 19. It suffices therefore in order to
ber roller 200, and is wound on a sleeve 201, work the machine to turn this handle twice
loose on a shaft 202. The roll 200 and the round, which will cause one complete revolu
35 shaft 202 are supported by an arm 203 piv tion of the shaft 37. The movement of the
oted on spindle 198. The sleeve 201 has on handle in the wrong direction, is prevented 100
it a ratchet wheel 204 gearing with a pawl by means of a pawl fixed to the casing of the
205 fixed to the carriage 89. The arm 203 machine and gearing with a ratchet wheel
has
a lug 206, against which at every position 232 fast with the pinion 231.
40 of the carriage 89 an arm 207 on a vertical
Claims rod 208 will strike. This rod is constantly 1. In cash registers having a cylindrical 105
pushed down by a spring 209 and may slide key board and sets of keys, the combination
in two guides fixed to the casing of the ma with
each set of keys of a sector having a rim
chine.
The
roller
154
has
upon
it
two
teeth
concentric
with the cylindrical keyboard and
45 211, 212; 212 being longer than 211. When fitted with holes in each of which the end of a
the roller 154 rotates, the teeth 211 will meet depressed key may enter, a stepped piecero O
a pin 210 on the rod 208, which is thus tatable about the axis of the cylindrical key
raised; thereby the india rubber roller 200 board, a spring exerting tension on said
will
force the linker 193 against the sectors stepped piece to cause the same to turn, and
50 151. Soon afterwards the tooth 212 will a lever arm rotating together with said step
raise the rod 208 a little more than before, ped piece until its end strikes against the end 5
and so the roller 200 will press the paper of the depressed key projecting inside of the
against the printing sectors 151, which will perforated rim, substantially as and for the
therefore
print as stated the amount re purposes described.
55 ceived. At every descent of the arm 203,
2. In cash registers, the combination with
the pawl 205 will cause the ratchet wheel 204 the keys, and the Summing mechanisms, of 120
to turn and draw off the paper. The paper a. SEE, piece, rotatable about an axis
on the roller 199 is wider than the travel of through
an angle determined by the depres
the carriage 89, and the duplicate amounts sion of a key, and a spring actuated rod,
60 are printed upon it in different columns, one
which is permitted to move on the rotation
column for each department.
of
the stepped piece until it meets one of the 125
Opening the drauer 4.- The drawer 4 has steps
control the operation of the sum
on it rollers 213 running in guides 214 and a ming tomechanisms,
substantially as de
spring 215 tends to push it outwards. Over scribed.
the drawer, inside the machine, there is a Y 3. In cash registers, the combination with
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the main shaft, and with each set of keys, of sliding rods controlling the movement of the
a partial summing mechanism, a spring actu partial
summing apparatus, a total summing
ated stepped piece free to turn about an axis,

a cam keyed on the main shaft of the ma
chine and controlling said stepped piece, a
spring actuated rod, vertical guides in which
the rod slides, the rod being permitted to
move on the rotation of the stepped piece,
until
it meets one of the steps and a toothed
0
sector permanently connected with the slid
ing rod and controlling the operation of the

partial summing methanism, substantially

as described.
5

4. In cash registers, a set of partial sum

ming apparatus, a sliding carriagep on which

the partial summing apparatus is mounted,

apparatus, fixed to the frame of the machine,
and means whereby the sliding carriage can
be shifted to bring the sliding rods contro'- 70
ling
the movement of the partial summing ap
paratus to be acted on into operative posi
tion between the stepped pieces and the total
summing apparatus, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
75
9. In cash registers the combination with
the sets of keys of a rotatable stepped piece
in correspondence with each set of keys,
several partial summing apparatus, a sliding
carriage on which the several partial sum 80
ming applit
adapted
to engagearethemounted,
steppedsliding
pieces rods
and
controlling the movement FE several par
tial summing apparatus, means for main
taining in their position of rest the sliding 85
rods which are not in correspondence with
the stepped pieces, a total summing appa
ratus and heads formed on the upper EPof
said rods, to establish a temporary connec
tion between the total summing apparatus
and the partial Summing apparatus brought 90
in the operative position, substantially as
described.

the carriage being arranged to be traversed so
as to bring any desired apparatus into position
20 to be acted on, a toothed sector and a spring
actuated sliding rod, with which each par
tial Summing apparatus is permanently con
nected and a rotatable stepped piece, which
in connection with the said sector and sliding
rod controls the operation of the said sum
25 ming apparatus, substantially as described.
5. In cash registers, the combination with
aaxis
setthrough
of keys,anofang
a part rotatable about an
R determined by the de
pression of a key, and of several partial sum 10. The combination with a set of numer
30 ming apparatus, a toothed sector and a
ators provided with disks, and independent 95
spring actuated sliding rod, with which each shafts
on which the numerators are respec
partial summing apparatus is permanently tively
mounted, of a device for putting simul
connected, and on which the several sum taneously
to zero the said disks, the said de
ming apparatus are mounted, and which can
35 be traversed, so as to bring any desired ap vice consisting in the combination of toothed
keyed on the shafts, on which the 00
paratus to be acted on by the rotatable part, wheels,
numerators are mounted, with like toothed
substantially as described.
gearing with them in such a manner
6. In cash registers, a carriage, shafts car wheels
that, by turning one of the shafts, the other
ried
by
the
carriage,
several
partial
summing
40 apparatus having their like elements mount shafts are also caused to turn in the same
direction
through the same angle, substan 105
ed together on said shafts to reduce the tially
as
described.
travel of the carriage, mechanism for con
In cash registers the combination with
trolling the operation of the summing appa the11.several
partial summing apparatus the
ratus,
and
means
whereby
the
carriage
can
45
lever
for
determining
the department of sale,
be moved to bring any desired apparatus the casing provided with
correspond 0
into position to be fiction by said mechan ing to the departments ofnotches
sale, and at which
ism, substantially as described.
the lever may be stopped, and the main shaft
7. In cash registers the combination with of
the machine, of a ratchet wheel keyed on
several
partial
summing
apparatus
having
50
the main shaft a fixed E. a spring actuated.
toothed sectors provided with curved arms, lever
on said ixed Rpi and having a 15
the cams controlling the movement of the tooth pivoted
adapted
to engage the ratchet wheel
Summing apparatus, a carriage on which the and stop the movement
the main shaft,
several partial summing apparatus are and means for disengagingof said
tooth
from
mounted,
and
which
can
be
traversed,
so
as
the
ratchet
wheel
when
the
lever
for
deter
55
to bring any desired apparatus into position mining the department of sale is stopped at 20
to be acted on by said cams, and the guides one
department notches, substan
for the carriage, of brackets with shields, fas tiallyofas the
for the purposes described.
tened on the guides of the carriage, whereon 12. Inand
cash registers the combination with
rest the arms of the toothed sectors which are several partial
60
summing apparatus, of a lever
not in correspondence with a cam, substan for
determining
the department of sale, the 25
tially as and for the purposes described.
lever being provided with notches, a
S. In cash registers, E. combination of a said
wheel, keyed on the main shaft and provided
sliding carriage. Several partial summing ap with
a slot, and a spring actuated bell crank
paratus
carried
by
said
carriage,
a
fixed
axle,
65
lever with toothed ends, the tooth at the end
stepped pieces mounted on said fixed axle, of
one arm engaging the slot, when the ma 30
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chine is at rest, and the tooth at the end of
the other arm engaging the notches and thus
preventing
any movement of the lever for
determining the department of sale during

9.

with the
main shaft
the machine
with
a handle,
and aofdrawer
havingprovided
a tooth

on the back thereof, of a Y shaped lever one
arm of which rests on said tooth, a spring for 60
the lever in position, thus preventing
the rotation of the main shaft, substan holding
the drawer being opened when the machine
tially as described.
means for raising said arm and
13. In cash registers, the combination of is at rest,
the drawer when the handle of the
the drums indicating the amount of each freeing
purchase and provided with teeth, racks machine is turned, a ratchet wheel on the f5
10 gearing with the teeth on the drums, as they main shaft of the machine and a hook on
another arm of the Y-shaped lever, which
return to their normal position and means engages
the said ratchet wheel when the
for
withdrawing
the
racks
from
gear
for
the
drawer
is
and prevents the machine
first part of their travel, substantially as de acting untilopen,
the drawer is shut again, sub 70
scribed.
as described.
14. In cash registers, the combination stantially
5
17.
In
cash registers, the combination
with the summing RE
of rotatable with the sets
of keys,several
of a sliding
carriage
on
stepped pieces controlling the movement of which are mounted
partial
summing
the summing apparatus, racks connected apparatus, a id: carriage on which is
with said stepped pieces, drums indicating mounted a paper roll for printing the dupli 75
20 the amount of each purchase and provide
cates of the tickets issued in separate col
with teeth, a shaft on which the drums are umns,
partial numerators corresponding to
loosely mounted, spiral springs arranged in the different
departments, a sliding cam
the drums and having one end fixed to the acting on saidsale
partial
a handle 80
shaft and the other to the periphery of the ver by means of whichnumerators,
the
above
said car
drums,
the
racks
gearing
with
the
teeth
on
25
riages
and
cam
are
shifted
in
the
Epe
posi
the drums as they return to their normal po tion, before operating the machine, corre
sition, and means for withdrawing the racks sponding to the sale department to which the
from
gear for the first part of their travel,
received belongs, a total summing 85
the spiral springs restoring the drums to zero amount
apparatus
adapted to act whichever of the
30 when the racks are out of gear with said partial summing apparatus is operated, a
teeth, substantially as described.
numerator actuated by the same
15. In cash registers, the combination general
cam
which
actuates the partial numerators,
with the summing apparatus, of rotatable
stepped pieces in correspondence 90
stepped pieces controlling the operations of rotatable
35 the summing apparatus, indicating drums, with each set of keys, toothed sectors, slidin
and racks by means of which the sai
racks connected with said stepped pieces and rods
stepped
control the movement of the
controlling the movement of the indicatin summingpieces
and of the indicators,
drums, the said racks being moved up an means forapparatus
preventing
the operation of the 95
down by the movement of the stepped pieces,
40 EY wheels secured to the indicating machine when the hand lever determining the
of sale is not in the proper posi
drums, springs maintaining the racks in gear department
tion, as when the drawer is open, means for
with said toothed wheels, cams controlling preventing
the depression of the keys during
the movement of the stepped pieces and pro
the operation of the machine and for restor
vided
with
projections,
sliding
rods
E.
45 vided with springs and adapted to be pushed ing the keys in their normal positions, and
against the racks by means of the projections means for printing and issuing tickets cut

on the cams to cause the racks to disengage in the proper lengths, substantially as de
the toothed wheels of the indicator drums scribed.
testimony whereof I affix my signature
while the racks move down, the projections in In
presence
of two subscribing witnesses.
50 on the cams disengaging the sliding rods
ROBERTO TAEGGI PISCICELLI.
when the racks are in their lowest position,
thereby permitting the racks to again gear Witnesses:
with the toothed wheels of the indicating
LETTERIS
LABsCOETTA,
drums, substantially as described.
LEONARDO SCOTTO DI MASE.
55

16. In cash registers, the combination

100

